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Building ties with the workers andpeasant$ of Nicaragua

FROM THE SO'LI.DARITY TOUR
Since they got back from the July solidarity to.ur
. of Nicaragua, the comrades wh0 went have been resieged with questions. Meetings are being held to
spread the story of what they saw in Nicaragua.
Below' is one of speeches from a meeting held in
Detroit on August 17' where two comrades reported on
the trip.
It,. has been edited for publication.
(More information on the tour can be found in the
August 1 issue of the Workers' Advocate and the
soon-to-be published September issue~)
,
--------------------------------------~---

On our recent' tour of Nicaragua we' were able to
observe first-hand, the political situation there.
It is obviously a country that has recently been
through a revolution. There are bullet holes in the
buildings; Slogans against the contra-yankee In-.
vaders
cover the walls; and there is great excitement and
pride' among the sections of people who
bear weapons,
particularly the people living near
the military fronts.

A Revolutionary Atmosphere
After seVen years the mark of the victory over
the U.S.-backed dictatorship is still on the people
in terms of their high revolutionary spirit' and
political interest. They are full of stories about
'their personal involvement in the struggle and ' about
their friends and relatives who died fighting.
The typical person on the street will tell you
that the masses themselves made the revolution in
Nicaragu~, that it has brought improvements to their
own lives, and that they. will not let Reagan or
anyone else take their gains away. Many will also
tell you that the peop1es' desir:e is to build so.cl!:ilism.
The Revolution Is

Not Complete

At the same time,. the, revolution is' not yet
complete. The big factory owners and landlords did
not lie down and play dead in 1979; they are still
harshly exploiting the people, seeking their accustomed profits and demanding more political power.
They are in league with the contra and CIA. invaders,
providing them with money, weapons, and trainini.
Until recently, ,they have had th~ir reactionary
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A spirited figh t despite n divide and conquer" strategy of the capitalists
FROM THE STRIKE OF THE NYNEX TELEPHONE WORKERS
The New York Metro' Branch of the MLP has been
and is still going strong. 37,000 NYNEX workers are
. vigorously supporting the telephone workers' strug.:.:
standing firm against the vicious concessions drive
gle. The Workers' Advocate of August 1 reported on \ of the telephone bill,ionaires. Also on strike are
the excitement with which the MLP leaflet of July 20
1500 workers at US West Direct, a subsidiary of US
was received. Since then additional leaflets have
West. Gn Aug. 14, 12,600 workers of Michigan Bell
been issued.
For example, on August 10 a:. leaflet
went out and 12,000 in Philadelphia are threatening
was issued at the very start of the strike at. NYNEX.
to walk. In New York several large rallies have
It set forward the issues in .the strike, encouraged
been held. in Brooklyn. Thursday, a mass rally was
the initiative the workers were taking with the
held at NY Telephone Co. headquarters on 42nd
formation of strike committees, and .it also cOmbatstreet. Thousands of workers packed the entire
ted the capitalist· propaganda that the' workers have
block chsmting "2% won't pay_the rent", "Scabs will
no power, statipg that:
\ pay", and "No givebacks". Mass pickets have, been
''NYNEX [the regional phone company] 'and
set up throughout the city and workers have jeered
the· media have done a lot of propaganda that
the scabs going in and chased the ones coming out.
a strike can't hurt them because of all the
At several buildings, alternate entrances were
automation.
AT&T said the same thing but
set up for AT&T workers and Northern Telecom workfacts have exposed this big lie .. AT&T reers. The company tried to ban picket lines at these
ported profits of $422. million for the last
entrances but in southern Manhattan workers refused
quarter. This works out to 22 days of profit
to move. Even when threatened with arrest some of
the workers stood up to the police and forced them
lost on a 26 day strike. 22 out of 26 - and
this without mass pickets to stop AT&Tfrorh
to back down. This was a courageoU$ stand of the
workers to defend their solidarity· with other' workbringing in temporary' workers and to stop
contracting out like crazx."
ers and to defend their strike.'
Below we print another leaflet, from August 18,
The telephone capitalists are using a strategy of
which deals with the course of the strike at NYNEX.
divide and conquer to weaken the struggle. An example is the AT&T sellout where AT&T workers were left
Since then the strike has ended, but we don't yet
to fend for themselves--without the solidarity of
have the details of the settlement.
the regional workers. (It was the CWA [Communications Workers of America] bureaucrats themselves who
The telephone strike has entered its second . week
proposed splitting off the AT&T contract.) Now the
, regional workers have been left on their own to be
picked off one by one without the power of a national strike.
The union leaders' failure to defend the
. workers' unity was nothing but. out-and-Out betrayal.
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As a result of this betrayal many of the regional
tentativeagrooments which have been reached across
the country have been chock full' of concessions.
The NYNEX agreement with mEW and TEO contains an
irisulting wage increase of 2 1/2'ya-:-l%-1% With the
COLA capped at5%! If inflation goes up at' all this
COLA' means cuts in the workers' real- wages and
buying power.. NYNEX is' attacking COLA.!!Q}! because
they anticipate a rise in inflation.
, The "job security" "improvements" of this contract are only .new variations of the old, SIPP, VIP
and RPP. The theme is still the same--"surplus"
employees can either quit,get downgraded or get
laid-<>ff.
And this contract introduces givebacks in
medical, benefits through employee-paid premiums,
(Flex Plus).
'.
.
.
The Pacific Telesis agreement wipes out COLA
altogether.' Wages are a paltry 2%--2%--2%. The
much touted "no-layoff" clause in the contract cov- .
,ers up real concessions in downgrading. \ Instead 'of
. getting laid Off, workers, may replace contract work. ers., Not getting lai4 off means you can stay in the
company ••• and clean telephone booths or toilets
for a lost less pay. Lump sum cash' bonuseS-in lieu
of wage increases-are another concession.,' They, may
seem big, at first glance but they will not be rolled '
into the bal\e wage rat~ and will not figure into
future wage increases. 'ar pay, differentials,' etc.
[CWA President] Bahr and 'Co. are h~iling this
contract' as a "precedent setting model" for the
other regionals. ,But this "model" is a sellout,
full of' concessions. It is a model the NY telephone
workers do not need. NYNEX workers must beware of
ally attempt' by the CWA leaders to foist' a similar
sell-out, on them. ,From the second day of' the strike
,these misleaders have engaged in efforts to' weaken

/

and ,sabotage the. strike. Along with" NYNEX they
announCed that all major issues were resolved. Last,
Tuesday many workers believed the strike, was winding
down and .stayed off the picket lines and' weakened
the, strike. Now, one week later. with the s,trlk~
still going strong, the CWA bureaucrats, are still
saying the same thing, implying that th~ strike' is '
'alll over. Not only have workers been misled and
demobilized but there has been a blackout by the
union leadership on all facts and details. If there
is already so much resolved and, settled .with ,NYNEX"
shy' aren't 'webeing kept informed? Obviously the
CWA is afraid to announce too soon the extent of the
givebacks they have granted. They are afraid the
workers will g.et mobilized to oppose any' sell-out.
It is up to the workers to. make the 'strike worth-,
while. Let the company and the union know - we
will not accept any cOncessions. The union and the
~mpany should know that workers are widely aware of
the' July 22nd x:neeting which resolved that the con. tract must be voted on before we return to work! We
will not accept a sell-out contract! The strike
will go on until everyone of these concessions is
strock down.
In the meantime workers must ,rely on- their own
efforts to buildup and strengthen the strike. ' Mass
picketing must be kept up at all telephone buildings. More rallies and demonstrations should be
called.
The concessions and givebacks in other
contracts should be studied, and. . discussed 'and preparations for fighting them. in any NYNEX contract
should be made. Get prepared to vote dQwn any
sellout. Keep up the militant fight against· the
company's concessions drive! Fight the company's
attacks on the workers' solidarity! Defend our
. strike!. We will win! ,
:C>

.

.

'
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. The Struggle at the.J efferson Auto I Assembly Plant in Detroit.
NO! TO COMPANY UNlONISM!
,

The following article comes from

th~'

August 7th

issue of Detroit Workers' Voice" a newspaper' of the

Detroit Branch of the Marxist-Leninist. Party. ,Since
it was issued, the UAW bureaucrats have succeeded in
niilroading the contract. This sets the stage for
further struggles at the Jefferson plant as the gap
between ,the militant workers ,and the union bureaucrats grows still wider.
---~--~--~-----------~~-----~--~----------

Make Ouysler Pay ,for a New Plant!
Vote No on Augmt 10th!

The ,employed will. get a few permles
fOl'helplng . combine jobs. We say:
NO to "Pay for Know~ and ,
00Ier Job EIimInatkn Scbemes!
And what do the workers get back for all the
layoffs and overwork resulting from the job combin&. tions. Just pennies. The lowest production category> may get an. additional 31 cents an hour.
And
any further raise (a maximum of 38 cents an hour) is
tied to the worker learning more jobs and, thereby,
helping to eliminate more workers' jobs.

("

Jefferson workers are to vote Sunday, August
10th, on a new local contract. This is a rotten
concessions deal. It eliminates jobs, guts protective work rules, cuts job Classifications,and turns
the local UAW into a virtual' company union. It
can't be tolerated.
Vote No!
Denounce the UAW
sellouts! Use the union' meeting to help get prepared for a struggle to make Chrysler, not the
workers, pay for a new plant!
This contract eliminates 88 job classifications.
We say: No ruts in ~ classificatlons!
The' proposed contract cuts job classifications
down to only 10 from the present 98. There will be
only 3 production classifications left (presumably
indentured servant, slave, and bootlick.) There
will be only 7 skilled classifications left and even
these will be forced to work aqoss classifications.
This means overwork and the elimination of more
jobs.,., Last year we waged a national contact strike
to block, among other things, such wholesale I elimination of job classifications.
We can't allow
this to be slipped ,through on the local level.
i

This contract means big layOffS. We say:
Guarantee the Workers' obs' and
~ Back the Laidoff!

{,

. While the job coinbination means eliminating. many
jobs, the cutting back of overall production could,
mean even more layoffs.
Chrysler is talking about
shifting. the Dodge Ram line from Dodge Truck to
Jefferson. The losS. of the line at Dodge Truck and \
the production of. only the large pfckup Une at
Jefferson probably means more layoffs, at both
plants.
.
We must win protection against, any further jpb
cuts and help our fellow workers whQ have been
thrown into the unemployment lines.
The 'contract
should stipulate that Chrysler guarantee the jobs, of
those still working and that it provide jobs or a
livelihood for" all those who've already been laid
off •. '

This cootact is to last 7 years. We say:
No to Seven years of, <:>m-wc:d: and Job EUininatIon!

And if all of this were not bad enough, this
rotten contract is scheduled to last for 7 years,
beginning some time after the ~nt model year is
finished (probably in the spring 1988)'Thfs cmtract takes the UAW further mwn
~ road, of' company-unioolsn.
We say:
9'ganize to Defend the Wc:d:ers!

While cutting. the number of Orrysler bosses, the
contract will also cut the number of' UAW committeemen and shop .stewards.
It will also institute a
"team. system" to integrate UAW hacks into management
and to make them into the bosses over the crews of
rank-and-file workers.
The contract stipulates that
the UAW and Chrysler are to "embark upon a whole
new, non-adversarial working relationship ••• " (DetroitFree Press, August 5, 1986) In other words,
the UAW bureaucracy is giving up 'even the pretense
of· defending the workers, from the att8cks of Olrysler and, instead, is of(icially joining with Chrysler to administer the concessions at the plant against the workers.
Let ClJrysler. Not the Wor:k~
Pay fer a New Plant!
If Chrysler wants to build a new plant it cer- ,
taioly has the money to do it without demanding more
concessions from· the workers.
Chrysler has plenty
of money to buy up E.F. Hutton and Gulf Stream
Aerospace.
It, has plenty of money to pay Iacocca
and other top executives millions of dollars in
bonuses. "It has made billions upon billions upon
bfllions of dollars in record profits over the last
three years.' It Gan easily afford to rebuild Jefferson Assembly on its own.
But the workers· have bOOn suffering 'from roncessions and layoffs fory~
Enough is enough.
The workers at Chrysler's St.' Louis Plant #2
faced the threat that' their plant would be dosed
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down. But they went on strike and brought out the
workers from Plant #1 to support them. And they won
Ithe restoration of a number .o( job classifications
'that they had lost when their plant was remodeled.
Last month Ford workers in Georgia went on strike
against the vicious speed up . that resulted from' $e
modernization of their plant. And workers at GM's
Pontiac plant are protesting the "team system" instituted there despite GM's threats to close that"
plant. Now is not a time for concessions. it is a
time to fight back.
The Jefferson workers have already shown what we

can do in the T~ Curry wildcat, in the work stoppage
on the Final Line, in t~ early wildcat that started
and pushed forward the national contract strike.
The Jefferson workers can and must fight back' too.
Through organizing independently of the UAW bureaucrats, by preparing' for struggle, we can reject this
proposed concessions contract and win out ~mands.
The union meeting begins at 11 a.m. Sunday at UAW
local 212 locat~ as 12101 Mack.
Everyone should
come out to denounce the UAW leaders who are trying ,
to sell this wretched contract.
Vote No on' the
Local Cmtract! Make Clu:ysleC Pay' for aNew Plant! <>

The UAW bureaucrats go "further down the road of company-unionism
AND THE REVISIONIST CPUSA TELLS. THE WORK~RS
.
THEIR "ONLY HOPE" IS BACKING THE. HACKS TO THE HILT
The UAW bureaucrats are going further and further
UAW union bureaucrats. The "auto club of the CPUSA"
down the road of company unionism.· Their entire
only issues leaflets at Jefferson in its. own name on
attention is devoted to how to help "auto capitalists
a few special occasion a year. But this was it. CAlt
eliminate jobs and gut work rules; their only quib- . came' a leaflet with a masthead proclaiming it to be
ble is that the company should be sure to give the
the publication "Jefferson Worker".
union leaders a role in the process of driving the
And what did the leaflet. say?
workers to .the wall.
Well, the leaflet had to admit ~hat there might
A confrontation is taking place at the Jefferson
be a few things wrong with the proposed contract.
assembly plant in Detroit. The UAW leadership is
Worker after worker is burning mad at the betrayal
using local contract agreements and renegotiations
in this contract, so the CPUSA, in an attempt to
to force concessions on the auto workers. ,The lathave influence, had to say a few words about the bad'
est treachery took place in early August when they
features of this sellout.
In the form of asking
came' up with a sweetheart deal with Chrysler.
"questions", . it wondered whether the contract would
, But they have a problem. The Jeffersori workers
hurt seniority, had no guarantees on job security,
have been waging various struggles against conces-, would help shove out of the factory workers who are
siorts and against union st;lllout. Their trust in the
"less physically able to perform certain work, usunion hacks is at a new low. And when the details
ually because of many years of back breaking work
of the new sellout contract were leaked to the
building Chryslers", makes a mockery of the grievpress, this created a new wave of' anger among the
ance proCedUre, etc. etc.
workers.
Why, . the leaflet· even raised the issue of social""
ism. But what was its conclusion?
CPUSA to the Rescue ••• of the UAWHacks
'There's "Not Too Much" the Revisionists Can Do So the revisionists of the "Communist Party of
Except Sellout
"
the USA" felt that now was the time to come out and
do some work. Despite their use of the "communist"
It called on the workers to sit on their hands
. label, 'in fact the CPUSA has long lost any connecand support the sellout anyway. According to the
tion to real communism or to class struggle. It is
leaflet:
simply another reformist group of class collabor"Chrysler has. a gun to our head right now' at
ators.
It doesn't seek to develop the fight:ing
'Jefferson, as well as at HuntSVille, and
strength of the' working class, but it seeks alms
Trenton - and there is not too much we can
fr:om the liberal bourgeoisie or, from the bourgeoido about it."
sie's friends, such as the labor bureaucrats.
So lay down and play dead. Don't blame the UAW _
Sowhert the UAW bureaucrats pushed further along
leaders, such as the hated Marc Stepp, of the UAW's
the' road of company bureaucrats, the revisionist
Chrysler Division, or chief sellout Bieber of the
CPUSA felt it was time for action. Not to fight the
national office. 'they are just doing what they have
company. unionism, but to help out their friends, the
to do, doing their duty with a gun to their head,
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giving in to the objective situation.' The leaflet
says there is. a gun to the workers heads, thJis
implying "what can anyone do". And it explicitly
states: "We ~now thClt. Our union leadership' knows
that. "
Perhaps one, might 'try to struggle? Not at all.
After all: ''We can try our best to get all our jobs
guaranteed here, but that is not the company's aim.
They want more profits and fewer workers to make
'more vehicles." What an alr of resignation. Imagine' trying to do anything the Company doesn't want!

says ''We can build with other unions and communities
a nationwide fight for the six-hour day with no cut
in pay .... 'We 'can launch an aggressive organizing
drive to organize auto workers who are forced. to
'work with substandard, wages and benefits which only
undercut our own jobs, especially in the parts
shops. ..We can build strong ties with all autowork-"
ers in every country •.• "
,
Why, 'anything you. like,so long as you do it hand
in han'd with, the union bureaucrats (and not just
those of the UAW, but of other unions as well, and
not just the union hacks, but 'the Democratic Party
The CPUSA's "Q),ly Strength" 1<; Trailing
officials 'of various communi~ies as well).
Anything
the 'Hacks
you' like, in your imagination, as long as in the
particular struggle you a're currently engaged in,
So what's left to do? Nothing but rally around
you throw up your hands in despair before whatever
those same trade union bureaucrats who are ramming
"gun" the capitalists (and their collaborators, the
the concessions down the workers' throats. The
union' bureaucrats) have to your head.
But despite the setback of the ratification of,
CPUSA concludes that ''Our only 'strength is in our
sellout local contract" the struggle' is far from
trade union movement, ••• " So those very UAW leaders
who are seIling the workers 'out are' the workers~
over. On the contrary, the discontent of the workers is rising. They are mad at being pushed to the
only source of strength!
wall. Insofar ,as they felt resignation before the
Note that the CPUSA isn't distinguishing between
the' workers in the trade, union movement and the
current attack at Jefferooq,it was mainly the feeling that their vote didn't count because the UAW
bureaucrats. • It has just praised the "union leadbureaucrpts wOllld announce the contract was ratified
ers", and the whole leaflet is designed to pr~ttify
no matter' what the vote. ,This is far from regarding
the sellout of the UAW bureaucrats.
the hacks, as their "only strength", as the CPUSA
Support for the trade union bureaucrats.' That is
the alpha and omega of CPUSA tactics in the economic
recommends.
As the auto workers increasingly go into action,
struggle. Prettify them, lie for them, lick their
asses -- that's the CPUSA to a "t".' And maybe, ' they will push aside the union bureaucrats and their
after all that, you can save a job or two -- that
,lackeys, such as the revisionist~. They will organ
is, the jobs of the one or two CPUSA hacks in the , ize independently of the capitalists, and the reformist and bureaucratic friends of the capitalists, and
union bureaucracy.
they will build up revolutionary, organization.
They
will ,march on right over the class collaborators and
Mre ~USA Hypocrisy
take up' class struggle and revolutionary Marxism<>
Leninism. .
But hey~ who says the CPUSA isn't militant? It
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Correspondence from behind the walls
DOWN WITH THE PERSECUTION OF. PRISONER' ACTIVIST
We have received a letter' dated June 4 from
Dear Mr. Turner:
Alvaro Hernandez, who is the chairman of Prisoners'
. United for Revolutionary Education . and . editor of its
During an interview here on the unit· on April 2,
journal Arm the Spirit. He writes:
1986, in connection with my status as prospective. "••• Again, thank you for publicizing our
witness, In the upcoming contempt hearings scheduled'
:in-prison struggles against the fascists
for June 23, 1986,. in the prison litigation [against'
here. Our Outside National Network Coordinathe TDC in the case called] Ruiz. v. McCotter, Ms.
tor, De' J€lOaba Kambui, should have by now
.. Brorby stated that the Texas Department of Correc-.
mailed you a working copy of· Aim the' Spirit.
tions (TDC) no longer consIdered me to be a "gang
The delay' we ate now experiencing is due to
member" insofar as those reasons had,. been previously
prison regulations which require th~t "pubIi-'
givep to justify keeping .. me ~ to administracations" must come from a 'legitimate' pubtive segregation as a "security threat." However,
'lisher, . and we have contracted wrth a pubthe TDC now has again raised some serious allega.,.
l~sher to print -our newsletter.
The first
tions that you I need to knciw about.
issue Is slated for August ·for two specia~
Although TDC has now dropped the. accusations
'. reasons: .(1) to pay· special tribute to the
levelled against me saying that I was- a "gang' memmartyrs of our in-prison and national libera. ber, 11 they have again raised allegations pertaining
tion s~ruggles who lost their lives in Augto alleged "escape" plans as reasons for continuing
ust/Sept.· sucl:t as George Jackson, Jonathan
me in administrative segregation. If you recall,
Jackson, the Attica Brothers, Johnny 'Awali'
[earlier in i1983]... I sought your assistance In the
, SWift, anq. (2) to coincide with a conference
matter of my assignment to segregation' In chall~ng
onpoUtical prisoners slated for August in
Ing TDe's initial reasoh,s given for claSSifying me
Birmingham, Ala, sponsored by friends.
. as a "security threat." In that report, 'and in
. "Yes, you have my express permIssion to
specifying, the nature of the risk or threat that I
.
,use my name••• "
allegedly posed, it was written:
He also included information and documents on
"Inma.te Hernandez' record indicates a lengthy'
poiitical p~rsec'ution of himself by the· Texas Dehist9ry of serious institutional rule infracpartment of Corrections (IDC) authorities. To justtions.· His record, also 'reflects that reliify its actions; the TDC has been inventing one
able infonnation .has been received indicating·
absurd charge after another. At one time thE?Y "de.,-'
that he will attempt escape at any given
cide he is a "gang" ~ember. The next moment they
opportunity and wUl use any meahs of force
. drop this. charge and declare that· they have conTi;...
available to facilitate his escape.,
This
dential information t hat he is planning an escape
information could be substantiated in part by
and to kill anyone in his way. In fact" this is
his lengthy history . of escape and escape
political repression';' They themselves list his
attempts by use of deadiy force. This inmate
socialist beIIefs as ,riridicatOng) he, is a. threat to
should be considered a threat. to the order
.institutional security & order",' And this persecu:'"
and security of, the institution." (Administion didn't 'start until he became active in the
trative Segregation Report No. 0470,' March
prisoners movement and developed political· con10, 1983,' Beto I Unit)
,
sciousness.
.
. •• ~At that tiine I Immediately sought your asBelow we reprint excerpts' from a letter that he· sistance and' intervention and my behalf and you
provided to us that he wrote to a lawyer for the
contacted Mr. Richard Eo' Gray (then attorney'for IDC
prisoners in a case against TDC oppression of the
in Ruiz). By letter dated April 21, 1983,Mr. Gray
-prisoners. This letter goes into the persecution
notified you' that. me would not consider the escape
and threats by the 'fpC authorities.',
allegat~ons and assured you, in part, that:
" ••• 1
have been assured that this' information will not be
---------~----~--------------------------. used and the' classification officials will not con:
sider this. information, UIlless some record of how it
was. 'received, when it was received, and the credibiUty qf' its source can' be identified and document8 May 1986
ed." ••• 't was only after I began a massive letter-writing-campaign protesting the _use of these
Mr. William Bennett Turner
false, self-serving, .and ,manufactured allegations
Turner &: Brorby
that TDC finally decided to "drop" them in that I
Attorneys for Prisoners in Ruiz v. McCotter
alleged that it was part and parcel of a conspiracy
477 Pacific Avenue'
to frame me and have me murdered.
San Francisco, CA 94133
, Subsequent administrative segregation review
I
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hearing recordS 'are, again, beginning to reflect the
last letter. ,to.me stated, in part: " ••• Beginning
same ,reasons as cited in the past such as:, . "inforwith 1983, I am, going to reassert myself in a deeper.
mation indicates inmate will attempt escape if" 02: '
way in organizational work. I have been overly
portunity on ~ transfer and will kill anyone attaxed with legal matters, and allowed' the political
side of my activity to suffer too greatly. ,Next
tempting to ~ him;" and "past escape· history and
current threat." (AdministraHve Segregation Review
y'ear· will mark a deep alteration in priorities; ••'•
. Hearing Record, Beto One Unit, Alvaro L. Hernandez, , Lack of organization has remained the pressing' brake
on.' our movement. 'That is going to change, and all
#255735) These renewed allegations come in the
context of a period time of immense repressioQ, . of you more politically aware than 'average' should
retaliation, harassment, 'unlawful punishments, etc.,
see this, as key to our in-prison' activity •• '.'"
against me by prisoncrats, including but not liIl1fted. (johnny Awali Swift letter of Dec. 29, 1982 to
to:
'
Alvaro L. hernandez) Awali was a former Black Pan(a) repeated searches of my cell by tile
ther Party member and was seeking to establish a BPP
notorious SpeGial Operations Respo,nse Teaiq
Chapter in:roc at the time of his murder~, •••
(SORT) (neo-nazi terrorists) and thedestru~
'No, Mr. Turner, it is' not "paranoia" on my part
tion and confiscation of my legal and politibut ,a . healt'by defensive reflex due to my awareness
cal materials;
,
of the criminality of those who rUn this country and
(b) thr,eat to inflict physical harm made
operate its' prison systems. I. am, as you know,
by, SORT, Sergeant Robert' Frazier . ,. "we are
recognized for my political activism' ~d my intense
going .to break you, why don't you just give
illvQlvement in all major pri~on litigations against
TPC from challenging institutional racism, in Lamar
in it will be less painful;"
v•. Coffield. to standing for the 1st Amendment fr~
(p) rumors of alleged murder "contracts"
against me by the:white supremist neo-nazi
dams of all prisoners in Guajardo v. McCotter, to
gang, The Aryan Brotherhood - ~..
'
th,e ~otality-of-conditions case in Ruiz v. McCotter,
, and many more legal and political struggles. It is
(d) arbitrary refusal to allow me outside
visIt with, support people such as Ms. ~hylU.s
alsp no secret that I do not disdain to conceal- my
A. Salter;
, '
revqlution~ry socialist beliefs.
On May 17, 1984,
, (e) mysterious transfers, bench warrants,'
the classifiCation committee wrote in my· administraI transits, in the middle of the night, etc.,
tive segregation review hearing record that:
and so forth.
"••• clainis to be a socialist '-- claims has
You may' feel th!:lt my claims are the result of
theoretical belief lnthese principles, but
"paranoia" or "psychoses." To people ,who feel" that
no concrete plan to cause any rebellion w/i
way, I remind them that the government and prison
institution ••• Inmate's own statement COQCerDciffi"clals are~ known for their history of cdncert~d
in$politlcal beliefs indicate he is a threat
and contrived criminal schemes in order to disrupt
to institutional security & order & has poand destroy liberation movements in this country by
tential to disrupt ,population •••• " (Adm.
singling out leaders and activists for police en-,
·Seg. Review Hearing Rcrd. May 17,. 1984).
trapment, frame-ups, and even murder both outside tQe
Further, I do not' take the-renewed allegations
walls and inside the. walls. Such phobiastic actIons
conCerning "eScape plans" lightly because they come
on the part of the ruling (class) government and its
lit aQ- era of the rise, of ultra-right wingism, McCar,..
law enforcement officials is also' a "fear" that' tllyJsm, and fascism in this country, reflected both
prison officials have against us \ prisoner militants
Interpationally and domestically. They . come at a
in our organized acts at resistance from beh.1nd
time" whertseveral of us have announced plans to
establiSh PriIIoners'. uDlted for Revolutl<mry Fmc&prison walls in the exposure of their prison lawlessness, financial corruption, brutality, institution (PURE), its newsletter organ, Arm the Spirit,
tional racism and slave system, employee thefts,
and our "Just Us" Inmate Assistance Paralegal' -Assodefiance to federal and state laws· and court-ordered
ciation ,to organize prisoners in our collective
,fight against general prison barbarism we are daily
reforms, and many, many. other crimes currently being
subje~ted, to. ••• My only safeguard is to put you~
committed by prison officials with' impunity against
taxpayers and, prisoners in this State. I ani nOt
mY" family, my friends, my brothers, my sisters, my
unmindful of' former FBI Director J. Edgar . Hoov~r's
'comrades, my supporters, the media, the }Xlblic, and
fascist· counterintelligence program (COINTELPRO)
the world if possible, on notice of what is happening .behind prison walls and in my mind in efforts to
desJgned to "neutralize" (semantic termsqsed by
arrest, TDC's plans, if any, before they. actually
rulers to' mean: kill) a variety of political organ::I,zations and' meir leaders such as the· Black Panth~r , hapPen.' If" they· do not occur, fine, then nothing is
lOst only perhaps my time, writing paper ar:td ·enve-·
Party. (BPP) ••• [this example is elaborated anq' a
lopes. "But I 'will not sit back passively because I
series ,.of other examples are given, including t~e
'will never fall victim, to, the underestimation' of the
FBI's Operations CHAOS and Western Sweep]~ •• tbe
murder of Jolmny RAw ali" Swift at the Ellis I Unit
viciousness, barbarism, manipulatory schemes 'and
other geheral illegal ,dirty tricks ••• by' prisonon August 2, 1983 by an inmate-mercenary - AwaII's

.

,
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.,

to prisoncrats, about my' alleged escape' plansoome~
These "professiomil correctional offi. from inII1ate guard ••• in exchange for special privicerS" and other "criminologists" have clearly shown
leges anp parole considerationhy prtson autlltirime that they are Qlore "criniinal" and "fascistic"
ties."
' ',' '
than the. alleged "criminals" (victims of social and
,
.
'
I·
)Vonder
what
allegations
'TOe
will Come tip ,~ith
economic i~justice, - prisoners) th~y are supposed
next•. That '1, have close ties to the, Libyan govern.
to be "rehabilitating" and keeping. •••
ment oil Col. MKhaddafy' to justify "bombIng" me
I also remind you tluit it was not until I· became
while I .am sound asleep in my cell?
.
involved in prison reform litigation and attaineq a
Please
'investigate
these
matters
and'
demand
that'
revolutionary cof1S!:iousness that TDC came out, with ,
the IDC aDQ,' the Classificatioll' Committee' prove the
these "escape" charges against me to j~tify isolatrealiability and cred~bility .of. its "confidential
ing ,me from the rest of the· prison masses,. and their
sourc~"' and that I be given an opportunity to defend
persistent repression in aU forms. Prior to' that I
against' fuese ab.surd accusations in an adversary
was permitted to work in the agriculturalflelds,
setting.
' ••• "
.
'
had gone on many bench warrants, stayed. in populaVery,truly
yours,
~ion at the Huntsville Unit for 2 weeks' by, TDC's
Alvaro L. Hernandez
mistake; turned over to the Special Master's Office
"Ruiz 'witness".
a "handcuff key" given to another prisoner by a
Chairman, Prisoners' United for RevolutIonary
prison guard in exchange for a piece. of jewelry,
EdIJCJ1tJm (PUR,E)
.and I have never attempted escape, nor do I now have
Editor, Arm' the SpJrlt
<>
plans to escape. . I further believe that' the' socalled "reliable" and "credible" information given

crats •••

THE AIMS OF PRISONERS'. UNITED FOR REVOLUTIONARY EDUCATIO:N

Ttte foUowing is ", reprinted from the article 'UJr
, ,PurpoSeS" in' Vol. 1, No. 1 of "Arm the Spirit".

-----------------------------------------1. ' To unite all prisoners in the attainment of a
revolutionary edUcat!0n for common' struggle.

"

6.

To end, all police and prison brutality.

7.

To end ,all economic exploitation.

,

To provide legal assistance and . edu~iion to the
poor and prisoners.
I,

2.

To build a prisoners', revolutionar y newSpaper~

3. To build, an outside caring communitY\lnit to
. support the struggles of the prisoners.
.

.4. To bring about social and economic change and
promote working claSs power and resour'ces in the
handS of ·aU poor and oppressed peoples.·
.'
5. To provide Social services 'for the poor."

. To unite the struggles of the poor and prison":
I

ers~

10. To unIte workers and prisoners of all colonial
and' neo-colonialcountries."
'

Prisoners' United for Revolutionary Education
(P~H.R.E.)
P.O.Box 1098
<>
etna, Louisiana 70056

I

P~ISONER

,fROM 'A NEW YORK

./,

Texas prisons" (concentration camps) must endure
daily.' [While] I admit that Texas is more blatant
in . their repression and persecution of prisoners i in
-----------~--------------~-------~---~~-~
'genera.! and political prisoners in' particular~ 'We
'must not isolate ,the Texas prison system from' this
Marcy., New York
.
whole filthy"; maggot- riden system.
April 10, 1986
'The hypocrisy of Amerikan fascism forces it'to .
conceal its ' ,attack, on 'political offeOders by" "the
Revolutionary Greetings' Comrade(s)!
legal fiction of tonspiraey laws and highly sophis:"
Fascism i~ herel
I, read the article' in the - licated frameups.' . The masses must be ta.ught to
understand the true function of prisons. " Why do
"Workers Advocate" ,describing some· of the oppressive
:they exist itt such vast numbers? What is the' ' real
.
and tYrannIcal ,conditions which ,the comrades in ,the

Below are excerpts 'from
from Ii Ne'Y York prisoner~

a letter

we' have recei~
'"

,

"

'
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underlying economic motive of crime' and the official
review' ooards".This ooard is usually composed of
the senior librarian, chaplin, sergeant and guard.
definition of types of offenders or "victims"? The
obligation of all comrades who have the time and
These misfits are not qualified to judge what is
acceptable. and what is· not. They are a bunch of
means is to disseminate the reason for the vast
self-centered, . racist and narrow-mInded' idiots.
pumber 'of prisons and their true purpose to· the
These people determine what is "proper" reading
people, so. that their eyes may be cleared of all
material and what is not. -If a prisoner receives
bourgeois· lies and distortions •.
literature which the guards deem:-as a thre'at they
I tell you from experience that these fascist
madmen' who' run: these prisons' are, capable of dOing
send it to the media review, the prisoner is never
anything to a prisoner in general. and political . notified about this, so, if the literature is re-'
jectea (censored) the guards just send it back to
prisoners in particular.
Most prisoners' who I have
where it came from. The guidelines which the adminhad the pleasUre of meeting' and speaking to, will
readily tell you of the oppressive and coercive
istration uses to determine what is acceptable are
so vague as to leave a wide range for. censorship of
measures which the authorities of the prisons use to
controi .and manipulate prisoners' action according
the literature.
This is just' a "scratch" on the surface of what
to their program. Right here in the state of New
York; prisoners arc;'! killed everyday and no one quesmost prisoners have to go through in these concentration camps through America. To enumerate all the
tions the administration nor prosecutes the pig
psychological', physical,. emotional, and spiritual
guards; at any moment I' can be killed and the administration in unison with the district attorney, et. . oppression and repression which we must confront day
in and day out, would take too much room 1nthis
al. will justlf¥ it some way and there are no forces
small miSSive, comrade.
•
which -can contest this.
All true communists must not fail to deal with
The prison psychiatrist can sign papers having a
the problems facing prisoners in this fascist socieprisoner sent to a "mind control" unit to have
ty. The prison struggle is an integral part of the
his/her behavior "modified".
They are .usually'prestruggle to dismantle this capitalist shitsem arid
scribed drugs such as prolixin, thorazin,congent~n,
carbal, et. a1. These drugs debilitate the individput it on the trashpile of history.
ual taking' them and also contribute to the destrucIt is important to be cognizant of the revolutionary struggle abroad but it is imperative that we
tion of the central nervous system. When the psyrealize our most urgent and pressing responsibility'
chiatrist(s) feel that the prisoner is no longer a
"threat" (meaning he has been burned out mentally}
to seize the time "now" and educate the masses
(those who have not sold their sours to the World
they remove him off the medication. More medication
Bank, Pepsi Cola and I.B.M.) to our revolutionary
must be given the prisoner to combat withdrawal
duty of destroying thIs system. Anything less than
symptoms..
this is opportunism of the worse' kind.
<>
All major prisons have what are called "media

..

HOW TO CONTACT "BOLSHEVIK MESSAGE"
In this issue of the Supplement, we are reprintIng a number of materials from Bolshevik Message,
the paper of the Communist Party of Iran (The Committee Abroad). To contact the CPI (The Committee
Abroad), one may write to either of the following
addresses':
O.I.S.

Box' 50040
10405 Stockholm
Sweden
or

BM
Box 3004
London \vCIN 3XX
. England

It should be - noted that the address given last
year in the Supplement (in the Jan. 1985 and May
, 1985 issues) for· contacting the foreign office of
Kpmala (the Kurdistan organization of the Communist
Party of Iran) is' no longer valid.
Instead the
Representation of Komala Abroad may be reached at
the following address:·
R.K.A.
c/o Khosro
B.P. 95
93800 Epinay Sur Seine
France
(The aoove addresses are taken from current issues of Report, the bi-weekly newsletter of the
Communist ·Party of Iran - The Committee Abr~d.) <>
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THE COMMUNIST ,PARTY OF IRAN ON
. WOM~N'S LIBERATION AND THE REVOLUTION .•..
'\ Here v'r~ reprint excerpts from, the article "Women tive, that Irierely by lboking hack from the :~t~e
Of a ReYolutioo: A Look
Women's Struggle" aDd ' point' oftp.e,present, seven years after March 8,
Oppression' in, 'Iran Since March 8, 1979" by ~l').reh 1979, when' the first celebration of Internatiorial
'Kyan, which appeared in the July 1986 issue of Women's Day . was suppresSedoy the ,. newly installed
'Bolshevik. Message, paper of the Communist Party ,of regime, we have the rights and the wrongs of the
matter at hand. '
" ,
Iran ~ The Committee Abroad.
Mirioi' grammatical
Iranian
women
were
never
allowed
to celebrate' the
cl:J.BngeS, such as the breaking up of paragraphs and
occasion
before,
1979.
'
The
only
day
in which, they
addition of su,bheads, are 'the responsibility of the
were remembered by officialdom was February 10, the
Sl1Pplemerit.
'
day in which the, Shah's fat;p.er had declared an end
---------------------------------------~-to the veil - [dori~ through] a violent and humilia":'
What h~ been happen4J,g to women in Iran, "perh,aps ting process through which the women. were officially
more than any other factor emerging from the .1979 forbidderi ' to' w~ar the veil. This . was part of Reza
Shah's mandatory reforms which were directed toward
revolution; has proved a perplexity to trtny observliberating labor ,power and turning Iran linto a moders of Iranian politics.'
,
ern bourgeoiS state. The Shah's land ref6nn some 30
That an -e<;Onomy based on the most savage exploiyears
later and its social and economic consequences
tation of the working class, plagued with unprecelikewise
directly affected women's lives. ••• Aimed
dented inflation, mass unemployment, the- civil war
the profitability which had turned Iran into a
in Kurdistan and a full-fledged war with Iraq,
haven for capital investment, and coupled with the,
should stretch its resources to the repression' of
s~arkest political oppression, the reforms brought
: women of such absurd dWIensions as' segregation in
women about as much real equality as they brough~
, the ,assembly line, in buses, on sidewalks, and in
the
whole population political freedom!
the bread lines ••• appears rationally inexplicable.
What
they did mean was that Iranian women had as
In this, as with many other factors concerning. reyo- '
lutionary periods, we have to look for explanatiOns . mucJl - if not more ~ to gain from the revolution
. as the rest of the population. They were vocal and'
other than sheer economic ones.
active partiCipants in all spheres of the revoluThis is not to deny that the Islamic Republic has
tionary struggle, ami it is against this background
a lot in common with its other bourgeois counterthat the events of March 8, 1979 and after should be
parts throughout the world in trying to alleviate
assessed
and analyzed.
economic problems at the cost., of the cheaper labor,
. or the iricreasing unemployment, of women. ••• But it.
"At the dawn of freedom,
is one thing to object, for instance, to the inadewomen's
rights are amiss. "
quacy of amenities for unmarried mothers, and entirely' another to come to grips with a situation in
As the women were preparing, for that day, the
which "adulteresses" are being stoned to death' or
rumor
went around that working women were advised to
put in sacks and pushed off cliff tops.
.
The onslaught on women's rights in Iran has not- . w~ the veil from the following week. In the midst
of the revolutionary fervor of the people who had
been a mere ~eadjustment of the bourgeoisie to the
just had a taste of their own strength in puHing
economics 'of a period of recession, as it has been
in many' other parts of the world; . it has been. down the Shah's regime, one of the world's most
stable and brutal~ictatorships, the .rumor jUstified
coupled with a savage effort to curb' and crush a
the misgivings that many people ,had had from the
revolution with deep-rooted, democratic deman~ - a
start
about the lukewarm pJedges of the clerical
revolution embedded in the economic crisis itself.
leadership to democratic rights in general and the
in Iran the principle of the' freedom of the. women as
'rights, of women in particular. Celebration tJ.!,rned
the measure for freedom in society as a whole~.· was
into a demonstration of protest as tens of thousands
turned upside down, as [seen] in the effort by the
of women poured· out on the streets of Tehran in the
Islamic Republic to reverse the revolution,' [where]
middle of a heavy snowfall chanting "At the dawn of
stripping women of their most fundamental rights
freedom, women's rights are amiss." HezbOllahs (at
became o~ more tool to deprive the, whole population
that time unofficial but fully orgaI.J-ized bands of.
of .their hard gained freedom.
religious fanatics) drove vans into the demonstrators' lines, pushed women -into gutters, and used
March 8, 1979
obscenities
to drive them away.
What Happened During the First, Cel~tion
The demonstration, the first to be held against
: ' , of, Intema1:iol»;d Women's Day in ':JraD , .
the repressive measures of the new government, was a
display of the force of the revolution and its
The'
of events has been so revealing; the
democratic demands. The treatment that the demonprocess of the revolution itself has been so educa-

at

at

'Course
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strators received was likewise indicative of the
methods in which all revolutionary demands and pro:testations of women, workers, students, nationalities, and religious minorities were to .be met from
then on. The demonstration w.asproof Qf the fact
that the demand for J:he liberation of women, ambi..i
guous
unspecified as' it was, was an urgent task
of the revolution., ' The suppression of Women' w~s
only one aspect qf the suppression' of the revolution
as a whole. What happened, in effect, was the first
organized onslaught, on ,the revolution, ' channeled
through the suppression of women's rights.

and

,The ~n of ·Women
Under 'the Islamic Regime Today .'
As ,the regime consolidated its basis of power, it,
turned to, other ,means to subjugate women. Its' Islamic, mustitution gave it a free hand to, introduce
reactionary legislation on women in the name of the
islamization of society. The original Islamic attitude to women, dating nearly one and a half thousand'
years back in history, is not only reactionary but
barbaric. • •• '
"
Iranian women today are left with the nightmare
of everyday life under the: Islamic Republic in which
the laws, of' sexual apattheid 'are enforced meticulously. The most obvious segregator, of course" is
the veil. But there are additional measures taken
to keep these mobile cages, contruning "untouchable
semi-humans" away from areas of association and
activity cjf "superior and pure" human b~ings In
factories, schools, offices, means of 'public transport. The most effective method, 'of c~mrse, ,is
segregation by means 'of brick or mud walls -- to
imprison women in the house. In Islamic Iran all
routes to meaningful social, educatio,nal, recrea-'
tional activities for women are blocked by various
means and ~ regulations, leaving them no outlet other
than to take part in behind,..the-scenes prayer sessions and religious ceremonies. "
In anticipation or. mass protest, at various iIitervals, the regime lets its ag~ntsloose, on women in
the streets under the pretext ,of the most minute ,
deviation from the never specifted standards of
ISlamic cover, - a" streak of hair showing un&r the
scarf, ,Shoes' with heels, the crime of wearing lively"
colors. The puniShment depends on th~ sadistic whim
,of the persecutors, varying from flogging to' being
knIfed, or dragged by the scarfbehfnd a moving

anq return the situation back to "normal," and to
force a llluch lower staridard of living on the working
class. • ••
" Economically' "Ishunization" proved the eafiest
method of, driving women back into, the. kitchens to
serv.,e as unpaid "slaves of capital. Religion helped
, the, ISlamic 'Republic better than most other excuses
use,d, byse~ular governments to make thousands of
wdmeq: redundant '[unemployed}. With the withdrawal
of all am~nities, the, closure Of the few nurseries
and 'child, cat:e centers which existed, with the ~
ductlbh Of feeding time for nursing mothers,' and,
recently, with totally segregating previously mixed
work places, such as the Melli Shoe and Leatherwork
complex, working conQitioIl&' for women in general and
working claSs women' itl ,particular deteriorated draStically. Difficult and humiliatin,g working conditions for those women,· who still remain within the
work force are such that, despite dire fimillcial
,need, many women have embraced a bill passed by the
Islamic Parliament on half-time ,employment (and pay)
for married women - designed to phase women out of
social production.
'
At the be~nning at, lQaSt, very few "opposition"'
I
political forces, including' women's organizations
which had emerged in, the course of the revolution J
realized the sl.gnificance of women's rights' as' such,
'or the, far reaching political .and economic implications of their suppressIon. This, of' course, was an
aspect of their confused analysis ,of the new regtme
, itself.. ••
The Commtmist Party of, Iran
OJamploos the Cause
of Women's Liberation

The' course of events in Iran proved once more the
Marxist tenet that the proletariat is the only sqpI( porter of real, democracy and the liberation of women
"as part of it. '{Iranian} revolutionary Marxism
s~arted its struggle ror women's' rights long before
the formation of the CPl. ' In an article called "The
Women's Problem is the Workers' Problem" it contest-,
'ed the ideas prevailing alliong the Marxist' opposition
bi,at the; 'Working class had more important issues to
'deal With 'thah the situation of wotnen., '
We believe that without socialism the condition
of ;,vornen 'will not change irrevocably. But we believe as adamantly in practicing our ideas, in tak- '
ing practical steps toward that goal. 'While at a
moped. •••
'.
..
m~ general level this involves a struggle to over-.
AU this will become politically me8nirtgful, if we
throw the Class ·and the political system whose in:consider the fact that the' tactics of the bourgeoi;"
terest is" served by the inferior position of women
sIe in Iran, designed to deal, not with a relatively , -- the bourgeoisie and its state, machine in general
stable political situatioIJ. as in the Shah's time,
'and the dark reign of the ISlamic Republic in partibut with a full-scale revolution of 'nationwide di":'
,c;!llar - 'we believe in paying immediate attention to
mensions, were meruit to operate at two levels; theY
the conc:!ition of women. The, minimum part of the
were expected to achieve two' interrelateq goals: to
program of the CPI expresSes women's demands in the
force both a political and an econoniic setback on ' articles concerning social, political, and economic
the revolution - to drive people out of "the s~eets
independence and equality" down to the specific
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deman& concerning the welfare of working women.
Womeolli RevoIudonIIIy KurdIIt8n.

But by lfpractice" 'we also· mean what has been
happening in Kurd1$tan. Here, Komala, the Kurdlstan
Organization of the CPI,. is not only an oPP9sltion
force, but has developed, over. the course of. seven .
years of armed struggle against the Islamic Republic, into·a major social, political and military
force wIth· vast ·popular support. It is here that
theory has a chance to be tested in practice.
,
In Kurdistan, a region in which the barbarIc
cUstom of women's circumcision still survives, Komala has used its strength and popularity to Campaign
for the cause of Kurdish women.
Through Kamala's. efforts, Kurdish women 'were
gradually finding their way into the people's councils. in the uiloccupied parts. of Kurdlstan. This waS
regarded asa prelude to the total involvement of

'

.

women ht· wielding· their' own 'destiny.. The total
occupation of Kurdistan, however, has deprived the
..
people of these organs of self-government.
The central propaganda organs ·of Komala,its
radio and' publications, along with ·hundreds of agitators throughout Kurdistan, incessantly. point out
the intolerable conditions of women. makingth~m
famlliar with their· rights a~ fr~e. equal~ and responsible citizens. . It- i~ not surprising, therefore, that as a, comm,unIst force, Komalaenjoys L'1creasing popularity .al'nong the Kurdish women.' The
actual and potential, support of Kurdish women in
cities' and villages, the volume of the letters they
write to Komala radio, and their .noticeable .. presence
in the 'ranks of professional revolUtionaries, wh~re
they are educated, armed, and organized in mixed
units to struggle alongsjde· the men, is proof of the
fact. Komala is proud to declare that· up to. 80% of
<>
these women have working class. origins. ••• .

THE IRANIAN LEFT AND THE STRUGGLE FOR WOMEWS· RIGHTS
The article 'below has been ,put together with
additional excerpts from the article "Women of. a
. Revolutioo:· A lAd: at Women's StrugIe SId ~
slon in Iran Since. Maich 8, 1979" from Bo~
Mesiage, July 1986, paper of the Communist party of,
Iran - The Committee Abroad.
--------------------~-~-------~-----------

At the begbmlng at l~vecy few "opposition"
pOlitical forces, including women's organizations·
whIch had emerged in the course of the revolution,
realized the significance 6f women's rights as such.
or the far reachmg' pOlitical 8.nd eoonomtc iinpIlestions of .their .suPPresSion. . . This, of course, was an
aspect of thelrcOnfused analysts of the new regilne
itself.
.
, .
The Mul8hedeen who, 'frorn [~?) the. very .beg1ni1ing
had no definable differences with the Islamic ie- .
gime, whostillpayllp-~i'ylce~o the equalIty o'f
men and women Under tl'letr "DemoCratic islamic Re{iiblic," and to Whom. goes _the dubious, credit for in-.
VeDtitig the "Islamic"· eostunie which was adopted by
the regime as. a substitute for the' veil, did not
seem perturbed by thecontradlctlons i that their·
stand involved. In proper Islamic fashion, they'
bypassed the issue.
.
.
.
The petty bourgeois orgahlzations on the left who·
spoke in the .narn~ of M$t'Xisni identified' any wholehearted defense of women's rights with the "immOral-.
tty am deCader1ce" of the Shah's regime.
Organizations such as Fedayeeand· PeytCar .deOounced the 8th
March· [1979} delnonStratlon on such grounds,- and by
so doing foUnd ·thentsel'VeS inwards, if not in .deeds, .

rubbing shoulders with the· regim~ itself., They
evaded action on such burning issues as the question
_ of the compulSory veil by declaring that such issues
were "not the concern of worldng class women."
'Thus, With every new encroachment of the regime
on women's rights they contented themselves by Issuing a statement of protest in which the solution
- of the problem was deferred to the dawn of sOcialism
itself! ~.. .
.
If objective conditions have deteriorated for
.women over the ·last seven years, ·if the condition of
women in Iran has turned iI'lto the symbol of oppression under the Islamic Republic, subjective conditions have by no means remained the saine. The
lessons <?f· the Irardan revolution are· so fully· and
broadly lean;tt In many 'areas. that unlike. the beginningof tM revolution,. to speak:. of "progressiye
religion" now has an averse resonance to many ears.
'Iranian women are. turning into a real threat with
which the Islamic Republic has to contend daily.'
This immense political potential is !Jot lost to the
- Iranian opposition.
,:'
.,
The Islamic, organization of Mujahedeen has .found
it necessary to avail itself of a "Corollary to
First in Charge" - in ordinary human speech they
have granted leadership status to [Mujahedeen leader,.
Masoud} Rajavi's new wife. Many political organiza-'
tions on the left who ·denled the relation between
the struggle of women and that of· the wor\dng class
compete in laying claims to being champions of
w~men's rights.
. For it~ part the cPt has been giving. practical
a
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directives to" m.al,e, workers to coordinate their
st~le,:w,ith~",~~ "~y $truggles of women workers
against' sexual apartheid' in the factories. These
are ,the perspectives we see before us expressed in a
re~e.nt ,artic~e called "Apartheid and Comments on
ReSist~cef~' iii Komonist No. 22 [Central Organ of the
CPI]:,
nWe not only, want' the liberation and
equality' of women, butmoreover, what we are
aiming at is' that, in the future history of
Iran 'liberation of women' be associated with
the name of 'workers.' Tomorrow, every fr~

Iranian woman who sPeaks of the history of
her liberation must have spoken of the his'tory of the revolutionary movement of' tb,e
working class. This should be so, not only
because at the moment the Iranian working
class has the task of leading a mass revolt,ltion, but also for~he ,simple reason that
encroachment upon women's rights isa direct
encroachment upon the tights of, haIf of our
class, an4 therefore 9kEict encroachment upon
the rights of our class as a whole'."'
<>

THECOMMQNIST PARTYOF IRAN ON THE STATE
OF AGITATIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL WORKINSIDE IRAN
, Below we reprint ~xcerpts from the Report of the'
Political Bureau to the Third Central ComrrUttee
Plet1um of the Communist ,Party of Iran. It is taken
,from the the first issue of the second series of
Bolshevik Message last, year, July 1985" which began
the' serialization in English of this report. This
report dealt with many ~pects of the work of tqe
CPl. Bere we take some sections of the 'report,
particularly various passages tha~, help, one get a
piCture of the CPI's publications and party organizations inside Iran. The . Repo'rt was presented ,to'
C\~'s Central Committee by comrade Abdollah MOhtadi.

among advanced workers. •••
Adopting such a policy after the formation of the
COmlllJ,mist party'was 'completely natural and logical,
for it' was the logical continuation of the policy by
revolutionary Marxism which itself had led to the
forination of the Communist party. It should be
remembered that the formation of the Communist Party
i.tself was, the product of the triumph of revolutionary Marxism in its consistent and purposefulstruggl43 against populism in particular--a struggle durlrig ,which populism endeavored through various ,pretexts and in various 'expressions to prevent the
. formation of the independent class party of the
.-----:--------------'.....
'proletariat and put forth" instead, limited petty
........•.•.....•.
.......... .
and short-sighted aims before the communists. In
contrast to the populist and narrow outloOks prev&.lent in the left movement in Iran, revolutionaty
!n~uction
Marxism... succeeded in" correctly recOgnizing' and
Comrades!,
tak~ng up the main link in the devel9pment of the'
,The Communist, Party was formed in particular
cla~ struggle' of the proletariat for achieving
cir~TIJ,stances arid in a ,particular way.
,The Party
po!itical power, i.e., the communist party and its
consolidation and expansion among the, workers.,
'
was formed in conditions under.which the organizat~OllS which immedia~ely rriad~ tip its anatomy had
Therefore thi& policy of the Party, in so far as
Suffered severe, blows and were in disarray, as were
it turned outwards, became known as turning the
Party into a workers' party, that is, absorbing and
all, or nearly all, of the political organizations
oL the, oppo$ition in Iran. Moreover, the Communist, attracting the advanced' elements 'and the practical
, Party was basically foim~ by relying on advanced
leaders of the workers' movement into the ranks of
the Party. In so' far as the' policy concerned the
Cadres, 'therefore it could t10t be taken as a -matter
of. c~urse that the Party's organizational stru.cture ' tankS of the Party, it took on the ,name of consolidating the Party ideologically, politically, and
wquld be thoroughly communist~ On the contrarY," it
organi~ationally,
basing the Party's activities,
was' clear that the existing relations, tr:aciJtions
and methods had to' be changed and replaced by; com- 'methods, organs and members on communist principles
and style of work, creating the (organizationa,J)
,munist relations and practical methods.
Hence tlte
,Party's policy" in the recent period was not the, 'tools, and planning the party's activities and or'sImple restructuring, arid eXpansion of the organizagaris.·
.
tions; rather the principal aim and the axis of the,
; ... this policy ••• has proved its correctness in
practice, and in our' view is the policy which,' in
• Party's: polici,es' in the recent period became "the
its "general outline, should also be the guiding prinbui~dii1g,'ofa real. communist ~ relying on ~m.,..
Ciples of the Party's activi~y in ,the forthcoming
ro.l)irl~ principlel:!, theories, style of work andprac'tleal
period. • ••
J._. 'rpethOds, and' its 'expansion and consolidation
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The various areas of. the Party's activity' which
should be exami~ respectively, ' consist of:'.
1) Agitation .and' propaganda
2) Party. organization'
3) Non-party organization
4) Intra-Party . relations'
5) Theoretical struggle
6) International activity
7) The national movement in Kurdistan.·
1~ and agitation or
Party agitation in general

and aims, equaltty, workers" geverilment and' so on,
should ConStantly be propagated i~ lively'; and-. fangi~
ble forms. '

2) OUr agitation 011 revisionism in general ' ~i1d'
adem revisionism in particular has been inadequate
nd insufficient. Agitation about tevisionism, and
odern revisionism in particular, must be seriously
laced on the agenda, and) the Russian Party and
ussian state must be exposed, particularly' in reard to their revisionism and their treachery' to the
cause of. the working class.
3) On tactics in the broad sense of the term,.
on the minimum part of the program, the neces-

i~e.,

Our Party's agitation in the recent; period has . sity of the ovepthrow of the islamiC Republic
through amass uprising and its substitution by the
generally been active, extensive and cohex:ent. At
revolutionary democratic republic, and th~ economic,
the same time, it h~suffered from certain weaksocial and political content of this revolutionary
nesses and shortcomings Which must be overcome. By
way of comparison, the Communist Party has been the . republic, our agitation has been quite satisfactory.
Nevertheless we have had' certain shortcomings and
most active, agitator among all the opposition
delays in regard to specific tactics. We can name,
forces, and we have ~eft behind an. active, extensive
for instance, . the new situation of the Iran-Iraq war
and rich agitationa! period. . IIi the same way, if we
and the present. role of the. war in the policies of
consider the Kurdistan organization of the P,arty,
. that too has ben the most active agitational' force / the two belligerent parties. ••• We could also have
been more active in the attitude towards' the sped-'
among all the opposition political forces in Kurdific questions of the workers' movement.
•
stan. The radios of the P~ and the Several Party
journals during this period, have ,constantly intro. 4) Finally, it should be said tl:tat agitati~n on
duced and carried out propaganda about the Communist
the basis of a plan of action or agitationaI' camParty, its aims, slogans and, policies among the
paign over 'a specific aim or struggle, has hot as
, advanced elements of the working classar.td the broad
yet found its place in our party, and whether' inside
masses of workers' and toilers. . " I
. Since our Party is a current which has been. the country or abroad, we are weak irt thistespect~
IIi the forthcoming .period, the Party abd its agita. steeled in an ideological struggle again~t revisionism, populism and other deviationist tend~ncies and . tional organs must be able to carry rot purposeful,
possesses theoretical coherence, our agitation -also, " planned and centralized agitation around certain'
struggles' and poliCies, and, in additional to rou'has on the whole been coherent and has suffered from
tine agitation, organize and r.ally forces around
few mistakes. Q]r agi.tation has also been effective
specific agitational projects (for example, from
and successful in relation to t_he non-proletarian
struggle oyer the Islamic Labor Law down to forced
Without making the slightest concession
opposition.
to them, we have expressed and spread our clear' . immigrations, the KDP's armed attacks, the freedom
of political prisoners, and so on).
proletarlanpolicyaqd, our communist critique of
Speaking specifically of the agitationa! areas
them. On the whole" we have built up our critique
'
'of them on 'correct axes arid confronted them on·' and organs of the Party, .we must say that: ,
correct areas.'
,
.'
,
Nevertheless,. 'our agitation and propaganda suffer
I-The "Radio Voice 'of the Communist Partyt. has
froln certain inadequacies which caD. be summed 'up as . been a successful agitational organ, and has played
the princip~l' role in the mass propaganda of the
follows:
'
aims, policies, and slogans of the Communist Party;
_ 1) Although we have constantly propagated .. sond in teaching socialism and the fundaJ1lental aims
of the Communist Party to the increasing numbers of
cialism, we have not. been so successful in its
the new supporters 'of the Party. TIle Voice of the
agitation in simple terms and in its practical' inCommumst Party, moreover; has occupied '8 unique
We must
terpretation into an agitational laqguage.
position in serving our organizational tasks. With
be able to constantly express and ,disseminate socialism in simple agitational language. The ,basic
regard to the entire activities of the Communist
Party,. the Voice of the Communist 'Party has played a
beliefs and fund8.mental aims of .the Communist Party
on the "necessity and possibility of the destruction
considerable part 'in breaking the atmosph~re of
of capitalism 8l1:d privat~ property, the abolition of 'passivity among the advanced workers .8nd actiYiSts.
This organ must pay th~ neGe§S8ry. attention. to .' die
classes,- class differences and the state, the. world
character of the' working class and of its struggle
agitational expression' of socialism and also' to
I
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toward spreadin.g the Party's ideas, views and policies inoreseriously and more purposefully.

educational and agitational programs.
2--Komonist:
The regular· publication of the'
Komonist ,is,1n itself, .'an important achievement.
Komonist has, moreover, played the primary and essential part in guiding' the activists--from the,
viewpoint of putting forward ideas and guidelines
which have later, been taken up by other, Party organs. ,OJ exposing the bourgeois opposition and the
opportunist forces, too, the Komonist' has played, the
guiding role for other agitational organs. Never'theless, the Komonist has not 'always and in all its
issues been able to fully carry out the basic line,
presented in Komonist No.2, even though in such
. cases too the articles in Komonist hav~ been of
value in themselves. Komonist must deal with greater precIsIon with the problems of the workers' movement, the questions facing our activists in the
cities, and with the e~planation of the communist
sty}e of work. '
3--The Voice of the Revolution has turned into
the radio of the large masses of the Kurdish people,
and has acquired a significant place in the presentation and propaganda of thepoUcies of the Communist Party in Kurdistan. The Voice of the Revolution
must ta.lce on a more socialist weight and substance;
al movement, it must reflect and repr~nt the independent working I class rank more clearly and salient~

,

On the other hand,

the Voice of ,the Revolution
must play a more effective and purposeful role the
movements and struggles of protest, of the m'asses.
Of ,particular importance for the Voice of the Revo, lution, is having specifi~ and centraJize'd agitationalprojects and giving due weight to agitational
campaigns.
,
The Voice of the. Revolution must also be connected much 'more seriously to our organizational organ
in Kurdistan, ••••
4--Pishro in Farsi. AltjJ.ough each of, its articles and writings are' in themselves .valuable, the
main problem is t..'at it does not follow a particular
periodic policy and has therefore been unable to·
function purposefully. ... also Plshro must form
such close and lively relations with our: organizational activists in kurdistan and the' specific problems and obstacles of the class struggle they encounter, as to enable it to offer them clear arid
,principled answers. "
5-Pishro in Kurdish has played an effective role
in the agitation and propaganda of communist aims
and principles in general and of the views of revolutionary Marxism 'in particular, in the Kurdish
language, and has made important effects on the
advanced elements of the left movement at large in
.Kurdistan. From now all, Pishro must play its part

6-Ok:tobre, as the publication of the Committee
of the Communist Party abroad, has been able to draw
attention to the COmmunist" Party and has endeavored
to Jill the vacuum of the Party's agitation among
the Iranians abroad.
Concerilin.g CXctobre, we must
pOint out that the journal must pay due attention to
direct agitation to ,expose the islamic Republic.
Moreover, the 'language and agitational tone of actobre shOUld be corrected in such a way as to, enable
it, to confront the bourgeois opposition and the
opportunist forces more profoundly and cogently. OJ
the Wihole it must be said that Oktobre must be able
to penetrate among an ever wider 'section of revolutionary and left Iranian forces and ind!viduals in
Europe" and to draw their attention and interest to
the Communist Party.
'
.

'

7~Bolshevik 'Message, even though an independent
journal prepared and published by supporters of the
Communist Party abroad [but startin.g last year with
issUe #1 of the second series, it became the paper
,of the Communfst Party of Iran (Committee·' Abroad) ~
Supplement], ••• Although not 'all the views and
policies expressed in the journal are approved by
us, however the positive point which ,must be mentioned is that in the course of its activity J this
journal has succeeded in drawing the attention ofthe left parties abroad--[in] Europe in particular-to revolutioni¥Y marxism and the Communist Party of
Iran.

.. •.............................................
~

2.:....party. Organization
,

.

The second issue Is that of P$irty organization,
and this we shall discuss at the national level, at
the level of Kurdistan, and abroad.
At the national level. I As was potnted out in the
introduction to the repqrt, on the eve of the formation of the Communist Party a considerable part of
the secret organizations of the 'fotces of revolutionary, Marxism in Iranian, cities had been destroyed
'as a result of blows by the police. Many of our
coinradei had been, imprisoned and some others had
been forced into the open and had come to Kurdlstan.
The other organizations too which hac! joined revolutionary Marxism had, at the time of the formation, of
the Party, suffered heavy blows by the police and
some were in complete disarray.
Therefore at the
time of the formation of the Party what we had was
not centralized secret organizations, but basically
disjointed activists and remainders of organiza~
tibns. The policy that the Communist party adopted
from its inception, as its official policy, was the
policy of disjointed cell-type organization and
activity in the places of work and resIdence of
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workers and toilers. This was not an impromptu
policy for the Party; its origins lay in the discussions on style of work in the First Congress of the
Unity of Communist Militants [one of the two main
organizations which constituted the CPI -_. note <;>f
Bolshevik Message], and even from the organizational
point of view an Organizing' Committee had been set
up before the formation of the Party•.. According to
thIs policy,. our 'organization in the forthcoming
period was to be made up of cells formed in the
places of w.ork and residence of the workers. and
toilers, connected to the Party .central leadership
in a disjointed and columnar fashion, and simultaneously with it . the Party's propaganda and agitational arsenal would, by meaqs of the radia and the
journals, support and feed all these disjointed
cells. We can say. that we have bee~ relatively
successful in this policy of ours. Although we have
not yet been quite successful in one part. of the
plan, i.e., covering large parts of Iran's working
class cities and districts by miniature-size jour'nals, due to financial problems and also' because of
the movrng of the. district committees iJ? Kurdistan;
but conSidering the important part that the Party
radio has played in this reSpect, and the leadership
that the Organizing Committee has proyided, on the
basis of this policy, we have been generally successful,. and at the present rrlbVement the 'Communist
Party can speak of a real secret organization in
Iran's cities and among the' worl).ers. '
. A criterion which can indicate our progress in
this case and depict our present situation is the
number of the letters reaChing the Communist Party
(for the radio, the Organizing Committee,the Editorial Board, etc.). The number of letters received
by the Voice of the' Communist Party alone betweep
December '83 and December '84, i.e., in the interval
between the two plenums, exceed$ 2,000. And t.1Us. is
only a part of the letters sent to us for a considerable rnnnber of them has not reaohed us. .The
. increase in the number of letters is also noticeable: while the radio' received, on average, 1 to 2
letters per day last December ('83), the number of
letters received this December ('84) was 10 to 12
letters per day: Mentioning the letters received by
the Radio Voice of the Communist P.arty here is
important because those who get iil touCh with the
radio by writing are not our ordinary listeners, but
the active and advanced sections of our listeners
who want to have organizational contact~ven at its
simple and elementary level,' such as journalism for
the Party.
.
Another objective indicator which can. show our
growth during this period is the extent Of the news
we receive about the workers' movement.. At first,
we used to complain of· the insufficieo<;y of wor,kers'
'Jews, while recently there was a discussion. in the
~ditorIal Board of r Komonist that because of the
vest volume o~ the· news that we have and the large
lpace that this occupies in Komonist, a bi":weekly
"

newsletter contairJirli the news of the workers' and
mass movement and' the movement in' Kurdistan shOuld
be published as the news supplement to Kbmonist.
Not only is the bulk of the news incomparable with
what we had in the past, but at the moment we. receive news from various non-central regions and
areas as' well.
-'
. To sum up, we can now speak: of consistent organizational networks of the Communist Party in the
cities which· carry out their. Party tasks, receive
the journals, have regular; and consistent contacts,
and even collect financial contributions.
A notable point about the city organizations is
their texture and class composition.
In this' respect, our organization today is different· from the
previous organizations, has a .mainly working class
structure, and is composed of workers, or· revolutionaries connected with the working class, and is
(based) in their places of work and living.
.
.
Another point whiclt' must be noted about the secret city organizations is that since ·in the pre-.
vious period our activists worked under disjointed
(form of). organization and themselves hact to take up
the .guidelines from the Komonist, the radio and the
Organizing Committee, and adopt them creatively and
themselves h\3.d to provide ans wers to the ideological
and political' problems of the workers' cells and
circles' to which they were contlected, and also to
the financial, security, communication, etc.; problems, they are,' as a result, independent-minded, and
self-reliant comrades.
These qualities we can point out as 'achievements
in our city organizations in this period •
. What are the requirements and' conditions for too
. improvement and promotion of our activities in the
cities?

.. ............... ., ........ ... .. ............... .
~

~ (kganization

,

,

in KurdIstan
.
\
P arty organization among the workers and toilers
in Kurdistan, despite all the efforts made, mainly
\ because both in the allocation of energy and in the
leadership's priorities, [it] has been overshadowed
by the armed, national-democratic struggle, has
advanced very. slowly, and has not produced the expectedresults. Over the past year and after .the
Fourth Congress of Komala, noticeable efforts were
made in this direction--from the reorganization of
-city committees and the extension of district committees, down to organizing centers for directing
secret activity in the cities. and; rural areas, attemp.ting to base these activities on principled
plans, stressing on cell-type organization in the
places of work and residence of the workers and
toilers, and so on. Nevertheless, and despite the
great tUrning of the workers and toilers towards us,
the increase -in their abi1it~ to organize, and the
shaping and growth of class consciousness among
their advanced strata, the truth is that at the
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moment in Kurdistan-in cities, villages and various
workshops-we Hick a ftim cell-typearui basic. Party
organization among the workers and toilers, .and what
we have is inadequate and 'inconsistent, and does' not
correspond with the. criteria and standards ofcelh
type work. The truth is that the Party organizatioIJ.
that we now have arp.ong the workers and·' toil~rs in
Kurdistan can by no means withstand the events which
permanently threati:m us in Kurdistan and endanger
our activity. Our Party organization among the
workers and toilers i~ t,o a large and' dangerous
. extent a functi9n of the armed movement. This is an .
essel1tial wealmess which must 00. overCome as soon as .
possible.
Party prganization must ser~ously be
placed among the priorities of the Kurdistan Organi-'
zation of the Party•. Wile leading and advancing the
armed movement and also taking advantage of the
possibilities that the armed movement itself pro..,.
vides, we must. be able to extend and consolidate
. Party organization among the workers and toilers,
such that in the forthcoming period we would real-·
istically rely on cells in the places of work and
residence of the workers and .toilers in the major
cities and villages. The attainment of such a situation in Kurdistan reqliires our having the compre-·
hensive project for Party organization, ,and devoting
it tl:1e necessary status,energyand priority, from .

Between the Sixth and Seventh Congresses
. In the article "On the period preceding the ~e
versal in the line of the Communist International at
the Seventh World Congress 'Of 1935/Between the Sixth
and Seventh Congr.ess" (The Supplement, 15 July
1986), replace the following paragraph from page 24,
col.2
'
.~..
"However, it should be noted that the
stereotyped forms of. uriited front tactics
were· not the correct way in any period to
utilize the united fropt from above. or united
front tactics in general. 'The intensifying
situation undoubtedly made the rectification
of these tactics even mote urgent.. And from
the practical poirit of view, the stress on
the united .front frOlD below was impOrtant.
But there were certain limita.tibns in the way
this was· described theoretically."
with the paragraph, below, in; which the added· or
changed words have bE\en put in boldface
"
"However, it should be noted that the
stereotyped forms of united front tactics,
were not the correct way in any period to
utilize tt'1e united front from above or uriited
front tact~cs in general. The CI had always
opposed such a view of united front tactics,
as can be seen, for example, in the discwrsions at the 4th and 5th World Congresses of"

the leadership level of the Kurdistan Organization
of our. Party down to various other levels of the
organization. Just as the. Politbureau .in the last
period detemdned the Party's organIzatioo policy in
han'selties and on Its basis drew up the general
project and plan of our organizational aetivity·with all our organs and organizational bodies finding .~eir place in this, overall project-in Kurd,istan too we must wit:oesSthe same situation. 1be
plan of activity for' Party organization, based on
our crganizat1ooal' policy In Kurdistan in the fcrthcomiDg periOd" must 'define the ceI1s and cell activity 'in. Kurdtstan on the basis of the same prindples and fundamentals of· ce1I-t:ype work, and with
regard to the peculiarities of a cell in the condit10m of Kurdistao, and ·must determine the role aD:I
place of ,d}e agitational organs such as ."The Voice
Of the Revolution" and Pisbro in this connection.
Our diiecting organizatiJ.onal center or centers in
,Kurdistan must make use of the, radio as systematically as possible, and our organ in, kurdistan must
·also fully· realize this polley and play Its special
role in its·, advancement:
· Party Organization abroad
• • • • • • • • • • "• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • II • • • • • :• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

<>

the CI. And from the practical point of
vIew, the stress On the united front from
below was important in fighting the ster~
typed forms of united front work that had
spread. to a certmn extent in' the years preceding the Sixth Congress. As well, the
intensifying situation at the time of the
Sixth World Congress undoubtedly made the
rectification' of these tactics even more
urgent. But there were certain limitations' in
th~ way this was described theoretically."
Ninth Anti-Imperialist and Anti-f"asdst
tnt.erDatlooaI Youth Camp
.In the article· "International Youth Camp Held in
Managua" in the, August 1; 1986 issue of.1be Worlrers'
Advqcate it is stated that· "I'h~ forces vet~d th~
proposal to 'have the MLP, USA delegatiOn participate
in the youth camp '¥1 our own name." It may be noted
that this veto occurred ]n the nionths prior to the
camp. At the camp, these forces were upset at the
presence of the delegation of the U.S. Campaign for'
the Nicaraguan Workers' Press.
As the article
stated, "they even went '~>n' a rampage against the
agreed-upon decision [at the camp] to invite out
comrades to. take part in· oome of· the events of the
camp under the name of the Campaign for r.'1e Nicaraguan Workers' Press."
."
<>
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WORKER TO WORKER
Contimed from. the front page
newspaper,
gan's $100
temporarily
'hierarchy'

"
s-

La Prensa, which openly supported Rea';"
inillion in aid to tl;Ie contras and so has .
been suspended. And the Catholic Church
is still organizing plots against the
revolution~ ,
., ;
,
The Sandb;rista Government Balances Between
Irrenconcllable Opposites

To add to the problem posed by the activity of
the rich in Nicaragua is the Sandinista government's.
attitude towards the rich.' The Sandinista 10vernment which came to power in 1979 is 'following Ei
policy of balancing between the revolution. and the.
counterrevolution. The Sandinistas are not at the
moment handing power back. to the qig capitalists and
landlords, who lived in paradise in the days, of the
late dictator Somoza. However, they refuse to take'
deCisivel measures to repress these reactionary
forces and. to benefit .the working ~ple. Instead, .
, the government is making an attempt to appease 'the
Nicaraguan rich, as well as their autes,. the U.S.
invaders. ' Appeasing tJ.'1e rich is done at the expense .
of the working masses.
The Sandinistas are, making dangerous concessions
to Reagan and offering generous incentives and prOfit guarantees to the local entrepreneurs to try to
pacify thetii. Meanwhile they are making the working
people pay the entire cost of. the economic crisis
and the war against Reagan. The government is
saddling . them with wage freezes,· social cuts, antistrike measures at the same time'aS it is demanding
higher productivity; and it is dell}obilizing. t~e
workers and poor peasants, saddling, them. with bureaucracy and repressing their class initiatives. .'
This pollcy of the Nicaraguan government' is hurting the wqrker:s and peasants, the forces who made
. the revolution. It is putting their hard-won gains
in danger and eroding their interest and stake in
the revolution.
'
,
"
But at the same time the Sandinista government is '
still .quite popular. rt, came to power ,.in 'the revolution, and it is fighting the contras; it 'identifies
itself with the gains' of the revolution, and it uses
a lot of revolution'ary Fhetoric, even talking about
'placing controls on the capitalists, putting their
wealth at the disposal of th~ workers, and' eventually leading the' masses to socialism. At times the
, government is also driven by circumstances to take
certain measures against the capitalists. For ,instance, last month the government shut down the
capitalists' right-wing newspaper, La Prensa,' when'

it came out in support of· Congress' vote for the
$100 million in aid to the contras. . The Sahdinistas'

had no choice but to silence the newspaper in the
face of such an outright attack on Nicaragua. This
closing of La Prerisa was very; popular among the
masses, altt'1ough they of course wanted to go further
and demapded it be confiscated. However, the closing
is only a temporary m«;laspre. Already, in, its negotiations with Reagan, the government .is offering to
reopen the paper.
Revolution At ,the

Crossroads

Thus this is'the situaticinin Nicaragua. There
. is counterrevolutionary activity by the rich and the
contras. There is the weak-kneed, vacillating stand
of the government. And there is still the revolu. ,tionary enthusiasm of the niasses~
.
So the Nicaraguan revolution is· suspended in midair.
It is not decided which way it will go.
Whether it will go' backwards and be smashed, ;and
return to domination by U.S. imperialis}.U and the
rich tyrants, or whether it will go forward towards
socialism and bring the toilers to power, depenPs on
'the 'ability of the working masses to get orgaruzect
to. push their demands.
The MarXlst4.eninl.st Party of Nicaragua.
(MAP-M.)'

,A key political force on the scene in this situation is our fraternal party, the MarXist-Leninist
Party of, Nicaragua, which is iilsoknown by its
" original name, MA.P-ML. The MLPNis widely recog..,.
nized and respected by the masses as a force in. the
r~volution.
It is working hard to mobilize the
' Nicaraguan workers and peasants to fight· for their
,own independent interests, against the Nicaraguan
exploiters and against ,the petty-bourg~ois, reformist program of the Sandinistas, which is too soft on, '
. the exploiters.'
.
The workers and peasants are the ones who made
• ,the revolution in Nicaragua. They are the ones with
the ability and the will to resist U.S. aggression
~ndthrow off the yoke of the exploiters.
They
alone can defend and. advance this revolution and
they must be organized to do so. In a minute the'
'comrade [referring to' the cOlnrade who delivered the
other speech. at the meeting, which, is not printed in
this issue of· the Supplement} wi~l go into how MLPN
organizes in Nicatagua.· First I would .like to intrciduce what our tour was about.
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, THE MARXIST-LENINIST PARTY OF NICARAGUA ON THE
SOLIDARITY TOUR FROM THE U.S.
" The following article appeared in Preosa Proletaria, central organ of the Marxist-Leninist Party
of Nicaragua (M.AP-ML),· August '136, #22; under the
title "Solidarity 'I;our of the American Working
Class". The translation is by the Workers' Advocate
staff.

gained knowledge about the trade union struggle in
· Nicaragua. With the workers of the rum factory of
Chichigalpa, a small city in the West, they also
carried out an intense discussion. As well, the
delegation participated in the July 21 Inaugural Act
'of the Ninth International Anti-Imperialist and
· Anti-Fascist Youth Meeting. _
The U.S. delegation took part in an act of pmtest in front of the embassy of their country,
Since July 18, a delegation of the U.S. Campaign
denouncing the imperialist war that American capifor the Nicaraguan Workers' Press has been here in
talism and its puppets impose on us, and giving
Nicaragua with the aim of developing the practical
expression to the class solidarity between the U.S.
work of solidarity with M ..A.P-ML· and Frente Obrero
and Nicaraguan proletariat through their Parties,
[Workers' Front]. This delegation brings together
the MLP,USA and the MLPN (M.A.P-ML).
workers, students -and. popular activists from the
One of the most interesting experiences for the
U.S. who have been mobilized in the campaigns of
U.S. iIelegation was the visit to the 'peasant coopsolidarity carried out in the U.S. by th~ Marxist- . erativists of San Rafael in Jinotega.. This is in a
war zone where the armed peasants offered a warm
Leninist Party, USA.
As part of the s0lidarity tour covered by the
internationalist greeting to the U.S. delegation.
delegation we can point to the following activities:
In this way the U.S. working class demonstrates
It visited the installations of the Metasa factory,
in practice how it concretely applies active and
where they met with the union leadership and with an
militant proletarian internationalism. The Nicaraassembly of the workers of this' important metal
guan proletariat joins itself in these struggles
industry of Managua. The delegation. had similar
with the revolutionary proletariat of the United
· States.
<>
actiVity at the Mauricio Duarte pig farm, where they

STATEMENT OF THE' U. S. WORKERS' DELEGATION
The following statement from ·the U.S. workers'
delegation organized by the MLP, USA appeared in
Preosa Prole6rria, central organ of the Mar.xist'Leninist Party of Nicaragua (tviAP-fviL), August '&6,
#22, under the title "A. Summary of the Activities of
the Delegation of the MLP7 USA and of the Solidarity
Committee". The translation is by the Workers'
Advocate staff.

San Antonio sugar complex. In Boaco we met with
militants and sympathizers of the MLPN as well as
with Sandinista soldiers.
In Jinotega, the work of the Frente Obrero
[MLPN's trade union' organization] among the poor and
landless peasants brought us another rich experience. There our delegation met in a school with' a
. group. of armed peasants and their families.
These
cooperativists have been waging a struggle to seize
the . land of a landlord who has left the land idle.
On . the invitation of the Marxist-Leninist Party
In Tipitapa, our delegation took part in an asof Nicaragua, there is presently in the country a,' sembly of the workers in the Metasa metal factory.
solidarity tqur by a q.elegation of workers and actiOn the outskirts of Managua, we visited a pig farm,
where the, workers explained to us why they had
vists organized by the MLP, USA. In the face, of the
recently changed their union affiliation from the
criminal aggression of U.S. imperialism, our delegaSandinista CST, to the Frente Obrero. We also detion is here to express the militant solidarity of
livered medical supplies to the Manolo MOFales Hosthe American working people with· the working masses
of Nicaragua.
pital.· As well, our del~gation observed a session
of the National Assembly.
Our delegation has traveled extensively, meeting
We have seen the difficulties that confront the
with diverse sectors, of Nicaraguan society. In Leon
working people as a result of the blockade and
we marched in the annual 23rd of July demonstration
that commemorates the students who were assassinated
aggression of the U.S. imperialists. And we have
seen the enormous revolutionary spirit of the masses
there by Somoza in 1959. We visited the office of
to overcome all obstacles and advance their revoluthe MLPN in Chinandega, and we met in Chichigalpa
with dozens of workers of the rum factory and. the
tion.

I
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At the same, time, we have Seen the consequences
geoisie~ Above all, the intense work, and activity
of the FSLN's policy of unity with the big exploitwith the comrades of the MLPN have demonstrated the
ers.
Under the themes of "political pluralism" and
"mixed ecbnomy", this policy has underm,ined the ' strength of the proletarian internationalist, ties
that exist' between our two, brother Marxist-Leninist
struggle of the working ma8Se$ against the counterparties.
','
, I ,
revolutionary forces of the big capitalists and
Soon ',our delegation will be returning tP the U.S. '
landlords and of the Yankee imperialistaggresoors.
to Continue our struggle for the proletarian revolu...
During Qur visit we have been able to see the
tion. - for the' destruction' of our "own" iniperialist, '
fruits, of the work of the Marxist-Leninist Party of
government.
We will return mon! determined than
NIcaragua (MAP-ML) and the development of its trade
ever, to build thernass struggle against' the U.S.
union center, Frente Obrero. ' We have' found a proimperialist w-ar against Nicaragua. What we have
found . respect among the working masses towards the
learned will assist Us in our work to combat the
MLPN.' Even among so~ workers and :pldiers who' are
ReaganIt:e lies, against the Nicaraguan revolution.
under the influence of the FSLN, the Marxist-LeniIr
And it will reenf~rce our \york to develop political
ists have been' able to gain considerable recognition
and material support for the working class and toilas consistent defenders of tlJe class interests of
the proletariat and the toilers.
ers of Nicaragua and for their Marxist-Leninist
,Party (MAP-MLl, _Who are struggling heroIcally in
TIle t<lUr has been a militant demonstration of ~e
defense of the revolution and to advance it towards
internationalist soli<;farity between the, working
the triumph of socialism.
'
people of our two countries. 'On- meetings with, the
Workers, peasants and soldiers have been filled with
Delegation of U.S, workers
an internationalist spirit of struggle against our'
organized by the MLP, USA
common enemies, the U.S. imperialists and the boorI
"
,
<>
Managua, July 30, 1986
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A Worldng Tour '

Managua' street celebration to welcome the soldiers
being demobilized from the northern front against
the contras. We also held our own demonstration
ag~nst U.S. aggresSion in front of the u.s. embassy
in Managua.
'
Other activities. included a trip to a military
checkpoint in Boado where we ,diSCUSSed the military
situation with a Sandinista ,offiCIal and
morning
at the NatiOnal Assembly wh~ theMLPNhas two:
representatives. 'J\s well we had cOuntless political
discussions In the streets, marketplaces, at the
beach and in the park. Everywh~ we went .people
gathered around to find out. our views on Nicaragua,
our views on the contra ,aid; etc., and :to 'give us
their analysis of the situation.
\,
JU$t an additional mite is that our tour took
,place 'at the. same ' ,time as an anti-imperiaIistanti.,.
fascist youth. camp hosted by MLPN. For' var,ious
political reasons, and despite MLPN's stand in' our
favor, we were not able to Participate fully in this
camp, . but we did Join in a few of its public activities. That is· a brief picture of the ,tour ~

To get a picture of the toUr you have to know it
was not a sight-seeing trip otl a vacation, but
instead a workingpolltical tour. It was planned by
our two parties to strengthen our ties and Contribute to the 'organization of' both the U.S. and NiCaraguan working class ,for Marxism':Leninism.
, 'We were received by the MLPN comrades and stayed
, in their homes, where we ,had the opportunity, for
frIendly discussions on the U. S., Nicaraguan,' and
Central American revolutions and the international
communist movement. 'During' the day we went around
tOe country~ accompanied by some Nicaraguan comradeS, to engage in political activities. We travelled in a bus' strung with our slogans in support
,'of' MLPN and the Nicaraguan working class, and iden:tifying ourselves as Marxi~t-Leninist workers from
the, U.S.
, .
We mainly visited a series of workplaces, where
MLPN and its trade union center FO (Frente Obrero)
What the TourAColmp1isbed!
are organizing, to meet and talk with the workers~
I
We 'went to a liquor factory associated with a big
I also have two points on what the tour accomsugar 'comp~ex, a metal fabricating plant, a pig
plished.
farm, and a peasant cooperative, where a land seizure
is underway. The comrade will, explain what we learnAgainst U.S. Imperialist ~
ed in these warm and fruitful discussions.
We . also participated with our banners in various
The first point is it was an act of solidarity of
mass actions' of the Nicaraguan people, '. inclUding a
'the U.S. working class With the Nicaraguan /working
march in the city of Leon commemorating students who
were killed in the struggle against Somoza, and a: class in the face Of the U.S. aggreSSion against
their country. Nicaragua is under attack by our'

a
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revolutionary workers of the world.
"own" government. in a dirty. war to overturn the',
Our visit was the first time t~at an' organized
revolution and-reimpose a bloody dictatorship to
contingent, of U.S. communists had set foot in 'Nicaguard the profits of the U.S. corporations there.
' and our presenCe was made widely known. Not
o.xr tour. was a sign that the, American workers do not ragua,
only did our bus trips create publiCity, but through
support Reagan's war, but oppose .it as an unjust war
the' efforts of MLPN we were. able to gi\le several
for the rich, juSt as we opposed the Vietnam war.
radio and newspaper int;erviews. We appeared on the
We stand for the right to self-determination of ,the
national TV news marching in the-' Leon demonstration.
Nicaraguan people, their right to organize their
We . gave two television interviews, one, with a Sanfutare free from the interference of U.S. imperialdinista reporter and another with one of MLPN's Naism. We stand for the victory of the Nicaraguan
tional Assembly delegates. In both we were clearly
revolution, for the victory of our Central American
,identified as the Marxist-Leninist Party of the USA.
. fellow workers over our aggressive government and'
over the local Central American reaction.
Jntroducing the Revolutionary ~
Because of this stand of. solidarity, because we
intO the Solidarity,' Movement
were American workers against Reagan, we, were rt7
ceived extremely warmly. The people showed a true
This' media coverage of '.' A."Ilerican revolutionaries
internationalist spirit towards - workers coming from
is unprecedented ill Nicaragua.
The effect was '. to
the Yankee imperialist heartland. They. saw uS as
change the face of the U.S. solidarity movement in
their brothers and \D1derstood we have nothing to do
Nicaragua (solidarity by visiting ·O.S. citizens).
with our government's criminal war. The people' were
There are' thousands of, foreigners in Nicaragua,
quick to congratulate us, to welcome us, to' engage
including hundreds of Americans, but their public
us in long dis.cussions. Even people walking along
political stripe has always been pacifist and sothe roadside would give the raised fist salute to, \ cial-democratic. This was shown while we were there
our bus.
'
by their response to the contrast massacre of the
For example~ one Uight we had the opportunity to
international brigade workers. The solidarity mOVt7
join the people of Managua in- welcoming home the
ment used the occasion to hold silent vigils. Up
soldiers who were -being demobilized from the northtill last month this was the norm in the solidarity
ern 'front against the contI-as. The spirit of the
movement. Pacifism is the type of politics that .the
soldiers ran high as they marched in their fatiglJes.
Sandinistas encourage from the solidarity movement,
to drumbeats and' firecrackers,
greeting' their
and, in fact 4i.ey .try to enforce on it.
'
families, friends and neigh!:?ors who lined' the
, Our del~gation however, introduced the. revolu.' streets. When . we joined the parade with· our banner
tionary element into the solidarity movement, which
and mingled with the. fighters, they' embraced us and
caused . a small stir. For example, Thursday is the
said,"I-Iow wonderful our American brothers against
traditional day when AmeJicans in Managua protest ih
Reagan are here to' support us!" They said they will
front of the U.S. embassy. On Thursday, July 31, we
never be defeated, 'that they will smash Reagan and
went to the embassy along with a contingent from
t..;e contras, and Nicaragua will be free. Some. of
MLPN and held a militant protest against U.S. imthe soldiers marched arm in arm with our comrades
.perialism. We loudly denounced Reagan, the Democrafor luiles, ,enthusiastically declaring their detertic Party,' ,the CIA and the fake, peace plan of Contamination to defend the gains of the revolution, ,'and
dora, and we called for victory to the Nicaraguan
wishing us luck in the ~truggle against Reagan at
revolutiop..
W~ carried the Party's flag, a big
home. These were the fraternal dealings our delega-,
balIDer . reading ,"U.S. imperialism, hands off Nicaratlon had with the workers of Nicaragua.
'
gual", and a giant posterboard' caricature of, Reagan
holding his two weapons against Nicaragua, Contadora
Proletarian Solidarity
. and the contras. The action ended by setting fire
to ·the caricature of Reagan and Ixtrning him to the
The _ other very important accomplishment of the
gro\D1d to shouts of "Down with imperialist Reaganl"
tour, and its main accomplishment, was to demonThe pacifist crowd at the embassy, which included .
strate our particular solidarity with the classAmerican reformists. and would-be Marxists hiding
conscious workers of Nicaragua' and their vanguard,
among, the church groups,- were, horrified by our acthe Marxist-Leninist Party of Nicaragua. We were
tion. They objected to our hammers and sickles,
invited, by MLPN as a fraternal delegation organized
warned us against burning any American flags, ,and
by the tvfLP,USA. The presence of our delegation in.
begged us to please stop shouting arid observe a
Nicaragua helped show that Marxism-Lenjnism is a
moment of silence. In this way the two trends in
world:wtde revolutionary trend. We uphold the same
the ,solidarity movement, pacifist and revolutionary,
stand as the Nicaraguan Marxist-Leninists on' the
stood face to face a,t the embassy in sharp contrast,
Nicaraguan revolution, the fight against U.S. im....
to each other. As we left the site some militant
perialism and other questions. The tour was 'another . acti~ts from the U.S.· and Cana~ came forward from
sign that MLPN's principled stand and actions in the
the crowd to show their enthusiasm· for our action
Nicaraguan revolution have won It the support of the
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and exchange addresses for future contact with both
the MLP, USA and the MLP of Nicar~gua.

forward as revolutionary activists~
',',
This worker comrade thought this had "to' do"!11ainly
with. two things. CAle' is that the workers are not
yet familiar .with the habits of . communist work'<.....
study sessions, meetings, systematic pdlitical . work,
etc. Second, although the workers agree with IV1LPN's
politics 5'f struggle against the bourgeoisie" whlch
requires breaking through the Sanditlistabureaucracy, they still feel the heavy ideologibal pre,8'sure from Sandinism which says that for the workers
to preSs any of their class demands during the time
of the. CIA war goes against the revolution or' plays
into Reagan's hands. So despite the contrast between the privations and sacrifices of the working
people and the incentives offered the capitalists,
despite the contrast between the stifling of ,the
initiative of the masses and the subsidizing' of.. the
activity of the exploiters, the workers" are not
rising in a new upsurge to' push the revolU:tion
further. It's because they aren't yet firm 00' the
class forces responsible for the difficult situation.
That is roughly how the sitUation appears to
this rank-and-file FO worker. But FD and MLPN' are
ready for the moment, not far off, when the revolu- '
tionary initiative of the masses will surge forward
again.
' ,
I

Sandinistas Prefer ·Pacifism
The Sandinistas showed their preference for the
pacifist trend in the solidarity movement in two
ways. First, in the newspaper coverage of our action by ''Nuevo Diarion, . our action was gone into and
a nice photograph printed of our Reagan poster, but
there was no mention whatsoever of our name or our
trend. The whole action was attributed to the usual
pacifists who demonstrate there every Thursday.
Secondly, 'the Sandinista police arrested a MLPN
comrade as he was leaving the: action .and held him
for several hours to show their di~pleasure' ~t the
activity of the revolutionary Marxist-Leninist trend
The presence of the. delegation of U.S. communists
showed that not only does the Nicaraguan bourgeoisie
have its support-from the capitalist governments of
the world;,. and not only do the Sandinistas have
their international support--from the paCifiSts,
social-democrats, and revisionists;' but the Nicaraguan MarXi~t-Leninists also have their own supportfrom the class-conscious reVjolutionary forces.
Views of a Rank-and-FIle
Class-eOnscious Worker
Through its courageous stand MLPN has been stead-

ily gaining influence over the last few years. One
rank-and-file FD [Frente O:>rero, or Workers' Front
-- the trade union front associated with MLPN} worker described to me how the revQlutionary consciousness of the workers has evolved during this ~riod.
For example, 'a few years ago MLPN's organizing
among the sugar workers resulted in FO winning the
trade union elections at a certain mill.
This
.brought on a clash with the §andinista union officials who voided the election and' attacked FO comrades, with sticks.
'
At this' point the worker~ did not take Sides, ' but
simply looked on.
By observing FO's solid stand
agaihst the management, the workers became interested in taking part" in the struggle. However they
were intimidated by the heavy government repression'
againstFO and the slanders that it was sabotaging
the .revolution, unpatriotic, etc.
Then, with the worsening of the ecooomic cr1sis,
the workers' were pushed to the walland felt they
had no alternative but to fight alongside FO ~ its
committees of struggl~ (clandestine to avoid firlIigs).
,
This militant worker describes that today in
general the workers and peasants more readily accept'
MLPN's analysis of the situation and its fighting
stand; 'they support its campaigns. MLPN and FO have
close relations with large numbers of, workers 'in the
important industries.
However, organizational work
is still slow. Workers are still hesitant to come

There Is More To Do!

To conclude. The recent tour shOWed, the tremen,dous potential for the further development of relations between our two parties. What we learned
about the Nicaraguan revolution will "s~rve', to
strengthen our party's work to organize the U.S.
proletariat against, our "own" government and i.ts
aggression. The Iv1LPN comrades in turn were able to
begin to satisfy their enormous curiosity on h6w
Marxist-Leninist wo,rk is carried out in the U.S~ and
were able to see for themselves that the American
communists support all aspects ofiheir work in
Nica~~gua.

Fruits· of the Workers' Press Campaign
, The success of the tour, came out of the steady
'development of relations between the two parties.
At the MLPN office we, saw the fruits of our workers'
press campaign through which, for several years,
American workers have been sending material support
to MLPN to facilitate the production of its newspaper, Prensa Proletaria, and other publications.
We saw their press and dark room and 'all varieties
of leaflets, bulletins and publications· which they
produce. Our delegation continued this campaign by
delivering a new ink roller which their press
needed.
Aq in all the tour showed the importance' of
continuing and further building up the relations
between our two parties and between the working'
class of the two countries.
,. <>
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